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4.7  The Complex Zeros of Polynomial Functions 
 
This section is similar to the last one except we will be finding complex, or imaginary zeros.  Complex, or 
imaginary zeros always come in conjugate pairs.  For example, if it is known that one zero is 7 + 3i, the other 
one must be 7 – 3i. 
 
EXAMPLE:  If a degree 6 polynomial has complex zeros i, 3 – 2i, and -2 + i, what must the other zeros be? 
 
We just need to find the conjugate pairs.  They would be –i, 3 + 2i, and -2 – i. 
 
Now we will look at how to form a polynomial if imaginary zeros are given. 
 
EXAMPLE:  Form a degree 4 polynomial with real number coefficients if it has complex zeros of i and 1 + 2i. 
 
Since the zeros come in conjugate pairs we know that –i and 1 – 2i are also zeros. If r is a zero then we know 
that x – r is a factor.  So we will form the polynomial by taking x minus whatever the zero is: 
 

))21())(21())(()(( ixixixix −−+−−−−      Now we simplify. 
)21)(21)()(( ixixixix +−−−+−    I will multiply the first two together to begin with. 

)21)(21)(1( 2 ixixx +−−−+     Now multiply the second two together. 
)422212)(1( 222 iixiixxixxx −+−−+−+−+  I will cancel out like terms and make 12 −=i . 

))1(412)(1( 22 −−+−+ xxx     Now simplify. 
)52)(1( 22 +−+ xxx      We have our polynomial. 

 
EXAMPLE:  The polynomial 75253)( 23 +++= xxxxg  has one zero of -5i.  Use this to find the other zeros. 
 
We know automatically that another zero is 5i.  We want to form a polynomial like we did in the previous 
problem so we will have a factor of g.  
 

))5()(5( ixix −−−   We set up the multiplication step. 
)5)(5( ixix +−   Now we multiply this together to get the polynomial. 

252 +x    So know we know that 252 +x  is a factor.  This means if we divide this into f 
    we should have a remainder of zero and we can find the other factor.  We need to 
    do long division on this one.  Synthetic won’t work since we are not dividing by a 
    linear factor.  The following work has been done on the long division problem: 
 
                                           3+x  

75253250 232 +++++ xxxxx   By doing this division we end up with x + 3.  Since there is no 

                     xxx 250 23 ++    remainder we know that x + 3 must be a factor of f.  Since we 
                             7503 2 ++ xx   know this is a factor we can set this factor equal to zero to find the 
                             7503 2 ++ xx   final zero.   
                                                 0 
 
We set x + 3 = 0 and solve to get our final zero of x = -3.  So our complete answer is ix 5,3 ±−= . 
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EXAMPLE:  The polynomial 6038147)( 234 −−+−= xxxxxg  has one zero of 1 + 3i.  Use this to find the 
other zeros. 
 
We know automatically that another zero is 1 – 3i.  We want to form a polynomial like we did in the previous 
problem so we will have a factor of g.  
 

))31())(31(( ixix −−+−    We set up the multiplication step. 
)31)(31( ixix +−−−     Now we multiply this together to get the polynomial. 

22 933313 iixiixxixx −+−−+−+−  Now simplify this and put in a -1 for 2i   
)1(9122 −−+− xx  

1022 +− xx  
 
We know we know that 1022 +− xx  is a factor.  This means if we divide this into f we should have a 
remainder of zero and we can find the other factor.  We need to do long division on this one.  The following 
work has been done on the long division problem: 
 
                                           652 −− xx  

6038147102 2342 −−+−+− xxxxxx   By doing this division we end up with x + 3.  Since there is 

                     234 102 xxx +−     no remainder we know that x + 3 must be a factor of f.  
                          xxx 3845 23 −+−    Since we know this is a factor we can set this factor equal  
                         xxx 50105 23 −+−    to zero to find the final zero.   
                                   60126 2 −+− xx  
                                   60126 2 −+− xx  
                                                           0 
 
We set 0652 =−− xx and solve to get our other zeros.  Factoring will give you 0)6)(1( =−+ xx , and we will 
get x = -1 and x = 6.  We write our final answer as ix 31,6,1 ±−= . 
 
 
EXAMPLE:  The polynomial 481129376)( 234 −−+−= xxxxxg  has one zero of 4i.  Use this to find the 
other zeros. 
 
We know automatically that another zero is -4i.  We want to form a polynomial like we did in the previous 
problem so we will have a factor of g.  
 

))4()(4( ixix −−−     We set up the multiplication step. 
)4)(4( ixix +−     Now we multiply this together to get the polynomial. 

162 +x       
 
We know we know that 162 +x  is a factor.  This means if we divide this into f we should have a remainder of 
zero and we can find the other factor.  We need to do long division on this one.  The following work has been 
done on the long division problem: 
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                                           376 2 −− xx  

481129376160 2342 −−+−++ xxxxxx   By doing this division we end up with x + 3.  Since there is  

                     234 9606 xxx ++    no remainder we know that x + 3 must be a factor of f.  Si 
                             xxx 11237 23 −−−   Since we know this is a factor we can set this factor equal t 
                             xxx 11207 23 −+−    to zero to find the final zero.   
                                       4803 2 −+− xx  
                                       4803 2 −+− xx  
                                                             0 
 
We set 0376 2 =−− xx and solve to get our other zeros.  Factoring will give you 0)32)(13( =−+ xx , and we 

will get 
2
3,

3
1

−=x .  We write our final answer as ix 4,
2
3,

3
1

±−=  

 
EXAMPLE:  Given 0)5( =−f , find the complex zeros of 855713)( 23 +++= xxxxf . 
 
Since a zero is given we can use synthetic division like we did in the last section. 
 
-5 |    1     13    57    85 
                -5   -40   -85 
         1      8     17     0 
 
Since we started out with a cube, doing synthetic division brought this down to a quadratic.  We now have to 
solve 01782 =++ xx .  We see that it can’t be factored.  One way to solve it is by using the quadratic formula. 
 

iix ±−=
±−

=
−±−

=
−±−

=
−±−

= 4
2

28
2

48
2

68648
)1(2

)17)(1(488 2

. 

 
We write our answer as x = i±−− 4,5 . 
 
EXAMPLE: Given 65113352)( 234 +−−+= xxxxxf , a.) Use the Rational Zero Theorem to find the list of 

possible zeros.  b.) Find the zeros using synthetic division given 0)5( =f  and 0
2
1

=





f .  c.) Use all the zeros 

to factor the polynomial. 
 
a.) We need to use the Rational Zeros Theorem to find our list of possible zeros. 
 

2,1
65,13,5,1

±±
±±±±   Dividing gives us  

2
65,

2
13,

2
5,

2
1,65,13,5,1 ±±±±±±±± . 

 
b.) We were given the first two zeros so we don’t need to do trial and error on this one.  We will do synthetic 
division twice to get a quadratic.  It doesn’t matter which zero you start with.  I will start with x = 5. 
 
5 |    2      1    -35    -113    65 
                10    55     100   -65 
         2      11   20     -13      0 
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½ |    2      11      20      -13 
                  1        6        13 
         2       12     26        0 
 
Again it does not matter what zero you start with. 
Since we started out with a fourth power, doing synthetic division twice brought this down to a quadratic.  We 
now have to solve 026122 2 =++ xx .  We notice there is a common factor of 2.  We can divide both sides of 
the equation by 2 to make our calculations easier.  You will get 01362 =++ xx .  This cannot be factored, so 
we must use the quadratic formula: 
 

iix 23
2

46
2

166
2

52366
)1(2

)13)(1(466 2

±−=
±−

=
−±−

=
−±−

=
−±−

= . 

 
We do not get a real number as a result, but we still need to include this in our answer. 
 

We write our answer as x = i23,5,
2
1

±− . 

 
c.) Now we need to use our zeros to factor this polynomial.  After synthetic division with the first two given 
zeros, we had 026122 2 =++ xx .  This did not factor, so this means that part of the factored answer is 

26122 2 ++ xx .  Now we need the last pieces, and these are formed with our first zeros of x = 5 and x = 1/2.  To 
form a factor, we need to use the formula (x – c), where c is our factor.  This means that (x – 5) is a factor and 

(x – ½) is another factor.  We can form the polynomial:  )26122)(5(
2
1)( 2 ++−





 −= xxxxxf .  But you can 

factor out a 2 from the last term and write it in front of everything:  )136)(5(
2
12)( 2 ++−





 −= xxxxxf .  Then 

you can multiply the 2 into the first term to get rid of the fraction:  )136)(5)(12()( 2 ++−−= xxxxxf . 
 
 


